CHAPTER 14

PRESCRIBED WORK AND CLASS TESTS

14.1 Students must do all set (prescribed) work and write all class tests.

14.2 Students who register after classes have commenced may not claim any concession regarding lectures presented, tests written, etc. before they had registered.

14.3 A student must attend and participate in classes according to his or her registration, for example, according to campus, qualification, subject, block, semester.

14.4 (a) Students must regularly attend all lectures, group lectures, seminars, practical sessions and excursions that form part of their set study programme. The requirements of the Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET) in this regard must be complied with.

(b) Individual faculties may include percentages in terms of attendance of lectures, if required. Individual faculties may set their own requirements for the attendance of lectures.

(c) If there is proof of non-compliance with rule 14.4(a), TUT reserves the right to cancel a student’s registration.

14.5 In the event of illness or injury resulting in absence of more than two (2) consecutive days, a medical certificate must be submitted. However, TUT reserves the right to demand a medical certificate at any time.

14.6 Registered distance education students must submit an assignment per examination block, as required by the Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET).